A-ROO Company has been an innovator for almost 50 years providing packaging for highly perishable floral and produce items made in contoured and conical shapes from plastic films. We offer a variety of post-harvest high quality, highly merchantable shaped packaging solutions for fresh cut, potted and root-ball type herbs that protect, enhance and optimally present herbs in the best, most natural way possible.
Potted Herbs are an edible gift from nature that keeps growing and giving. A-ROO Company is the leading producer and distributor of conical shapes and plant sleeves in North America – we have extensive experience with a wide range of materials that can protect, help extend shelf-life and enhance the appearance to promote optimum growth as well as Kraft Paper. We have the largest selection of standard plant sleeves in North America – and have standard printed Potted Herb sleeves in stock. Contact an A-ROO Company Sales Professional about custom printing and branding – allow our Creative Group of Designers to create a unique custom look and appearance for your herb brand.

These wonderful living herbs are grown hydroponically and are quickly gaining in popularity. They remain living throughout their useful life while attached to their root system. We have just the right packaging for this rising star of consumer living fresh herbs. Our unique proprietary “U” shaped internal seal within a sealed bottom conical shaped sleeve holds the living bare root ball in a stable position within the package for a premium display. This package is efficient for the grower, is protective and both retailer and consumer friendly with its highly visible and merchantable root and water holding attribute.

We offer a variety of post-harvest packaging solutions, Pouch Bags, Resealable Sleeves and Clamshells. All of these forms of packaging provide unique retail and consumer oriented benefits and features, as well as grower / provider advantages.

These freshly harvested cut herbs and micro-greens are generally washed, packaged and ready to use by the consumer. Our packaging is prepped and ready to use by the grower / provider.

We offer many production oriented products for Hydroponic and Vertical Farming Growers. Ask an A-ROO Sales Professional for more information.
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We have been providing innovative packaging for the produce and floral industry for almost fifty years, developing the first standard polypropylene bags and conical sleeves for head lettuce and leaf lettuce in the 1970s and the first standard wicketted plastic plant sleeves for the floral industry in the 1980s. Since that time we have continued to develop and offer other new innovative packaging technology for use with flowers, plants, herbs, and produce, and always with a special emphasis and expertise in conical shapes.

Let us find together just the right combination of materials and technology to provide your herbs with the most efficient, productive, protective and successful package for your needs.

AIB Rating is a third-party audit and is comprised of an internationally recognized consolidated set of standards for inspecting a manufacturing facility that is a food contact packaging manufacturing facility such as ours. In April 2015 we were inspected and received an audit rating of 970 of a possible 1000. You can be assured that all the packaging coming from our facility receives the same special care that your food products need and require.